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Abstract. It is well known that the auditory brainstem response (ABR) and 80-Hz audi-
tory steady-state response (ASSR) are used in the objective audiometry device for infants.
For the aged, the objective audiometry device is studied as an anti-aging examination,
which enables awakened adults to test hearing acuity with 40-Hz ASSR. ASSR evoked by
an amplitude modulated tone is recorded as the time-averaged waveform of a series of a
sinusoidal or periodic wave. However, the evoked potential response is very small. There-
fore, the decision of the threshold of the response, whether the response is significantly
exists while it is mixed with noise, such as brain background, is difficult. To cope with this
problem, we need averaging for the waveforms. In particular, 40-Hz ASSR has many noises
caused by the background brain waves in comparison with 80-Hz ASSR. To overcome these
difficulties, our final purpose is to construct a new objective audiometry device by imple-
menting appropriate wavelet filters to PXI-4461(National Instruments Corporation). As
a first step, we applied the method of the discrete stationary wavelet analysis to extract
responses from the noise. Eighteen auditory normal subjects participated to this study.
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$I$ , II, III, IV, $V$ Figure2
ABR MLR 40-Hz ASSR
slow ABR($PO$) $+$ MLR $PO+Pa+Pb,$ $80$-HZ ASSR slow ABR
$PO$ [5,29].
Fig. 2. Auditory pathway ofABR and MLR ([5]).
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Fig. 3. Experimental data ofthe ABR oftypes 1 (a), 2(b), 3-1 (c) and $3-2(d)$ for 2000 sweep times.
$x_{i}(t),ABR$ SABR$(t)$ , $v_{i}(t)$
$v_{i}(t)=S_{ABR}(t)-x_{i}(t)$ , $t=0,1,2,$ $\ldots 511$ , $i$ $v_{i}(t)$





MASTER & Navigator Pro [6] ASSR 4
(Carrier frequency: $CF$) 500, 1000, 2000, $4000Hz$ (
$)$ 4 ( )500, 1000, 2000, $4000Hz$
$70$ $100Hz$ ( )
(Modulation frequency: $MF$ ) 82.031 Hz, 86.719 Hz,
91.406 Hz, 96.094 Hz, 84.375 Hz, 89.062 Hz, 93.750 Hz, 98.437 Hz
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30 Figure 5 80 d$B$ n$HL$, 11 sweep
$(1$ sweep $=16$epochs, $1epoch=1 3 )$ MASTER &Navigator Pro
ASSR
Fig. 5. 80-Hz ASSR averaged waveform graph at 80 d$B$ n$HL$ using MASTER.
2.5 40-Hz ASSR
(sinusoidally amplitude modulated ton: SAM tone) ASSR
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40-Hz ASSR $MF=40$ Hz, 80-Hz ASSR $MF=80$ Hz
1024 Hz, 512 (500
msec, :2 Hz) 1 epoch
1 epoch
500 msec 512
1 epoch ASSR ABR 1




$D$ 512 epochs 10 epochs $m$
$k$ epoch 512
$\vec{a}_{m,k}=(d[5120(m-1)+512(k-1)], \ldots, d[5120(m-1)+512(k-1)+511])$, $m\geq 1,$ $k=1,$ $\ldots,$ $10$
$M$ $\vec{a}_{m,k}$ $m=1,$ $\ldots,$ $M$
$s_{M,k}^{arrow}= \frac{1}{M}\sum_{m=1}^{M}\vec{a}_{m,k}, k=1, \ldots, 10$
10 $M$ sweep
$\{s_{M,1}^{arrow}, \ldots, s_{M,10}^{arrow}\}.$
$M$ sweep $M+1$ sweep
$s_{M+1,k}^{arrow}= \frac{Ms_{M,k}^{arrow}+\vec{a}_{M+1,k}}{M+1}$
10 10000 $\div 500$ $=20$ epochs $=2$
sweeps 2 sweep
2.5.2 CSM
ASSR Fridman [25] Mardia [26]
CSM (component synchrony measure) CSM
(Synchrony Measure method) 1
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$M$ sweep $k$ $s_{M,k}^{arrow}=(s_{M,k}[t])_{t=0,\ldots,511}$ 1024
Hz 512 $s_{M,k}^{arrow}$
$S_{M,k}[m]= \sum_{t=0}^{511}s_{M,k}[t]\exp(\frac{-2\pi imt}{512}\rangle$
$S_{M,k}[m]$ $2m$ Hz $s_{M,k}^{arrow}$
” $s_{M,k}^{arrow},$ $k=1,$ $\ldots,$ $10$ $2m$ Hz ” ”
angle $(S_{M,k}[m])$ ” CSM
$M$ sweep $2m$ Hz CSM
$CSM_{M}(m)=( \frac{1}{10}\sum_{k=1}^{10}\sin$ (angle $(S_{M,k}[m])$) $)^{2}+( \frac{1}{10}\sum_{k=1}^{10}\cos$ (angle $(S_{M,k}[m])$ ) $)^{2}$
$CSM_{M}(m)$ 3
$2m$ Hz ” $n=10$
$CSM_{M}(m)> \frac{1}{n}+3\sqrt{\frac{n-1}{n^{3}}}=\frac{1}{10}+3\sqrt{\frac{9}{10^{3}}}=$. 0.385
”2m Hz ”






$y(t)=- \sum_{i=1}^{n}a_{i}y(t-i)+\sum_{i=1}^{n}b_{i}u(t-i)+v(t) t=0,1, \cdots$ (3.1)
[20, 21]. $y(t),$ $u(t),$ $v(t)$ $t$
$u$ $v$ $v$





























$u(t)=\{\begin{array}{ll}1 t=00 t=1,2,3, \cdots\end{array}$






$N$ $\pi$ $\hat{\sigma}_{v}^{2}$ 2 $n$
(1)AIC
2000 4 ABR (Fig. 4) $IC$
Table 1 3-1 Fig. 6





Table]. Relationship between minimum AIC value and degree when experimental model
Fig. 6. Relationship between $AIC$ value and degree when experimental model is applied
to ABR (type3 $-1$ ) and sweep time is 2000.
$n_{a}=n_{b}=n$ (3.1)
$a_{i},$ $b_{i},$ $(i=1,2,3, \ldots, n)$ $n_{a}=n_{b}=n$
(3.1) $n_{a}=n_{b}=n$




Typel ABR Fig. 7 20
Typel Table 1 20
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$1\leqq n_{a}\leqq 20,1\leqq n_{b}\leqq 20$ $n_{a},n_{b}$ $AIC$
$1\leqq n_{b}\leqq 20$ $n_{a}=11$ 12 AIC $n_{b}$
$AIC$ $n_{b}=1$
Type
Fig. 7. Example of the A$1C$ value in the case of typel, for the combination of $1\leqq$ na $\leqq$
$20$ , and $1\leqq$ nb $\leqq 20.$
AIC AICmin $|AIC(n)-AIC( \min)|\leqq\delta,$ $\delta$ :
$n$ ABR





ABR (3.4) $a_{i},$ $b_{i},$ $(i=$





Fig. 8. Example of the AIC value in the case of typel, for the combination of $1\leqq$ na $\leqq$
$20$ , and $1\leqq$ nb $\leqq 20.$
3.2 ASSR
ASSR ABR MASTER
& Navigator Pro 80-Hz ASSR 4
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40-Hz ASSR $CF=1000$ Hz, $MF=40$ Hz
3.2.1 80-Hz ASSR
$AIC$ ASSR (Fig. 9). MASTER&
Navigator Pro 184 epochs 80 d$B$ n$HL$
$n_{a}=16$ $na=11$
ASSR MASTER 184 epochs( 3 )
$n_{a}=16$ 0.61






Fig. 9. Example of the AIC value in the case ofMASTER ASSR for the combination of
$1\leqq$ na$=$nb $\leqq 60.$
Table 2. Relationship between minimum $AiC$ value and degree when experimental model
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Fig. ] $0$ . CSM graph of estimated ASSR wave form.
3.2.2 40-Hz ASSR
80-Hz ASSR MASTER & Navigator Pro
40-Hz ASSR





Fig. 11. A$1C$ graph of 40-Hz ASSR for the combination of $1\leqq$ na $\leqq 60$ , and $1\leqq$ nb $\leqq 60.$
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ASSR
90 d$B$ n$HL$, 60 d$B$ n$HL$, 30 d$B$ n$HL$
0.8
$\frac{\infty d0K}{}\frac{\wedge Rv-\cdot*vm-\alpha_{\Phi}dw*\cdot Wm}{}-$






(Intensity -Latency :I-$L$ )
ABR
Fig 13




Fig. 13. Known frequency component ofABR [15].
slow A $R(80-300 Hz)$
fast ABR (500- i500 Hz)
Fig. I4. Slow and fast component of ABR [15].
) ABR V
10 (Fig. 15, [14, 15] ). Bior. 5.5
MATLAB$2010a$ V I-$V$















ABR Bior. 5.5 MATLAB$2010a$
Table 3
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Fig. 16. Example ofreconstracted SWT waveform and its FFT power spectrum. The case
of 70 $dB$ averaged waveform.
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$0_{0}$ 50 $1\infty 1602\infty 250mr4\infty\emptyset 5\infty$
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Fig. 18. Example ofreconstracted SWT waveform and its FFT power spectmm. The case
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